Phenotype variations in Gaucher disease.
The Gaucher phenotype is very complex and it cannot be simply evaluated on the basis of blood counts or splenomegaly, but by the analysis of all disease compartments. To establish the diagnosis of Gaucher disease, biochemical assay of glucocerebrosidase activity is the most reliable method. However, it can be supplemented by molecular diagnosis, which may be helpful to predict the severity and the rate of progression of clinical manifestations. The genotype-phenotype correlations are very complex with a high inter-individual variability in the severity of clinical manifestations within a same genotype. Genetic modifiers may play an important role in determining the eventual Gaucher phenotype. Despite of some devastating complications, which can arise with advancing age, Gaucher disease worsen progressively in the majority of patients homozygous for the N370S mutation. The analysis of the data of the International Collaborative Gaucher Group registry should provide a better understanding of the natural history of the Gaucher disease.